A novel class of Saccharomyces cerevisiae mutants specifically UV-sensitive to "petite" induction.
A mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been isolated which, though exhibiting a normal response to nuclear genetic damage by ultraviolet light (UV), is more sensitive than its wild type specifically in the production of the cytoplasmic (rho-) mutation by this agent. Some of the features of this mutation which has been designated uvsrho 5 are: i) The mutation is recessive, it exhibits a Mendelian, and hence presumably nuclear, pattern of segregation, but manifests its effects specifically and pleiotropically on mitochondrial functions. ii) Mutant cells resemble their wild type parents in a) growth characteristics on glucose; b) in their UV induced dose response to lethality or nuclear mutation and c) the ability of their mitochondrial genome, upon mating with appropriate testers, of transmitting and recombining various markers, albeit with enhanced efficiency. Similarly, d) they are able to modulate the expression of mitochondrial mutagenesis by ethidium bromide. Thus their mitochondrial DNA appears genetically as competent as that of the wild type. iii) Mutant cells differ from their wild type parents in a) growth characteristics on glycerol; b) susceptibility to induction of the mitochondrial (rho-) mutation by various mutagens, in that the rate of spontaneous mutation is slightly and that by UV is significantly enhanced, whild that by ethidium bromide is greatly diminished. Conversely, c) modulating influences resulting in the repair of initial damage are diminished fro UV and stimulated in the case of Berenil. iv) The amount of mitochondrial DNA per cell appears elevated in the mutant, relative to wild type, and its rate of degradation subsequent to a mutagenic exposure to either UV or ethidium bromide is diminished. v) A self-consistent scheme to account for this and all other information so far available for the induction and modulation of the (rho-) mutation is presented. In a previous study it was shown that some nuclear mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, more sensitive to lethal damage induced by ultraviolet light (rad) than their parent wild type (RAD), also exhibit a concomitant modification in sensitivity to both nuclear and cytoplasmic genetic damage (Moustacchi, 1971). However, another class of rad mutants respond to the induction of the cytoplasmic "petite" also designated as rho- (or rho-) mutation by UV in a manner indistinguishable from that of the RAD strain. One possible interpretation of this last observation is that some of the steps in the expression of the UV damage on mitochondrial (mt)DNA may be governed by other nuclear and cytoplasmic genetic determinants, the products of which may then act specifically on mitochondrial lesions. If this assumption is correct, it should be possible to find mutants with a normal response to nuclear damage but specifically UV-sensitive towards induction of (rho-)...